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Peer review is the system for evaluating quality, validity, and relevance of scholarly research. The process aims to provide authors with constructive feedback from relevant experts useful to improve their papers, thus ensuring the highest standard possible. Authors can expect reviews to contain an honest and constructive appraisal, in a timely manner and provides feedback both clear and concise. Peer review, also known as refereeing, is a collaborative process that allows manuscripts submitted to a journal to be evaluated and commented upon by independent experts within the same field of research. The evaluation and critique generated from peer review provides authors with feedback to improve their work and, critically, allows the editor to assess the paper’s suitability for publication in the journal. We suggest all reviewers to follow the guidance provided by Pearsons (2014) titled Reviewing Journal Manuscripts: an easy to follow guide for any nurse reviewing journal manuscripts for publication and available on line.
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Authors should carefully read and follow the procedure as below.
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- Research Article ➔ texts which report the results of a study (quantitative, qualitative, mixed-methods approach or with other design research – action and historical research), carried out within nursing context or of interest of nursing science.
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   • Corresponding Author. Name, affiliations, complete address, phone and email address of the author to whom correspondence and proofs should be sent. This data will appear in the article footnotes.
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• That the manuscript is not submitted elsewhere and is original.
• Each author contribution.

Professioni Infermieristiche would appreciate to have a clear statement about the appropriateness of the submission with the mission/interest of the journal/readers and about the novelty of the paper.
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  Manuscripts must be no more of 6000 words in length (excluded abstract, reference and tables). Editors will approve exceptions. Please state total word count for the body of the manuscript.

3) **Tables.**
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